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ABSTRACT

Some general methodological considerations aimed to guarantee the

necessary logical rigor to the present debate on quantum mechanics are

presented. In particular some misunderstandings about the implications

of the critical analysis put forward by Einstein Podolsky and Eosen (EPP.)

which can be found in the literature, are discussed. These misunder-

standings are shown to arise from possible underestimates, overestimates

and misinterpretations of the EPR argument. It is argued that the

difficulties pointed out by EPR are, in a sense that will be defined

precisely, unavoidable. A model which tries to solve the difficulties

arising from quantum non separability effects when macroscopic systems

are involved, is briefly sketched,
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1. INTRODUCTORY COM3THERATIONS

In view of the fact that the debate on the epistemolopi^-;! ."'.nd
conceptual implications cf quantum theory is often vitiated, in our
opinion, by gross misunderstradings, we consider it appropriate to
focus on some methodological principles which must be kept in mind in
order to guarantee the necessary level of rigor of such a discussion.
The occurrence of misunderstandings on this matter is not surprising if
one takes into account the conceptual difficulties that the formalism
presents, on which the critical debate is still alive, and which have
not yet been fully clarified. One can mention that, already in the
early stages of the development of the theory, even eminent scientists
have been unable to fully appreciate^ the crucial points and the subtle
implications of the deep analysis of Einstein-Podolsky and Rosen^(EPR).
We want to stress strongly the necessity of logical rigor and clarity
in carrying on the debate. This can be guaranteed only if the terms

that are used and the conceptual framework in which each critical
investigation finds Its place, are very precisely defined. Obscurities,
lack of precision, and rash extrapolations, seriously damage this kind
of research, and, in particular, they reinforce the wrong and naive,
but very dangerous conviction, shared by several members of the
scientific community, that to investigate the conceptual and
epistemological implications of the theory is a more or less useless
task. This, in turn, increases the division between the so called "two
cultures," with all its harmful consequences.

To avoid the above misunderstandings, it is first of all necessary
that the object of any critical analysis be defined precisely, in
particular by making absolutely clear whether the analysis involves the
direct consequences of the formal scheme or only one of its possible
interpretations. The meaning of the terms that are used must be made
very precise; e.g., a source of misunderstandings is often the use of
terms such as "realism," tout court, to describe both the very
precise requirements of reality put forward by EPR and the much more
stringent requirements coming from various forms of philosophical
realism. The same applies to the term "locality," which has very
different conceptual connotations in the critical investigations of EPR
and those of J.Bell. Analogous difficulties arise when it is claimed
that a "new" interpretation of the formalism resolves all its
conceptual difficulties, without confronting the proposed interpretation
with all the known crucial points of the theory. As an example, we can
mention that it is sometimes stated that alternative interpretations,
such as the "propensity interpretation" or the Introduction of non-
KoJmogoroffian models of probability, solve the EPR paradox, without
facing the problem of identifying which "elements of physical reality"
cs.r. be attributed to the physical system under investigation within the
proposed interpretation, a point which is central for discussing the
EPR reasoning.

Let us now specify some general methodological points.
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2. GENERAL METHODOLOGICAL COPTS'. r'FRAVIOK',;

It is useful to recall'-' her? ;,..••:;; posaitli? apnr'.-:r-hes to n critical
analysis of an established theoretical ycherr-e,

A. One can check the compatibility of the theory with general
ideas abouc physical reality and the level of knowledge we can get of
it. Thic kind of analysis is,in our opinion, not only legitimate, but
necess.T . As a typical example of this line of approach, we can refer
to the -B paper.

B. One can check the compatibility of the theory with other
physicil principles, which are viewed as "true" by the scientific
community, even though they are not included among t!v= axioms of the
theory considered- Into such a context one can fit aJ5 recent attempts^
to prc/e that the quantum formalism would allow, through! wave packet
reduction, faster—than-light communication between different observers.
As we will show, this line cannot leau to any significant result.

C. One can check the internal consistency of the theory. Within
this approach fall all investigations direct to clarify whether one can
describe the functioning of the measuring apparata, as postulated in
quantum theory, in terms of the dynamics of the microconstituents of
these objects. This crucial point of the quantum theory of measurement
has in our opinion not yet been completely clarified,

3. THE EPR PARADOX

In spite of the many investigations on the EPR paradox which can
be found in the literature, we consider it appropriate to reconsider it
in a coincise way, and to focus on some points which will be useful in
illustrating some misunderstandings about this subject.

Let us recall, first of all, some basic points of the formalism.
In quantum mechanics an ensemble is described by the statistical
operator p, which will be briefly called "a state" and is a trace-class
operator with trace l. We will assume that no superselection rule is
present for the systems of the ensemble.

Rule 1. The physical predictions of the theory are obtained
according to the following scheme. Let A be an observable, and P^ the
spectral family of projection operators associated with the eigenvalues
ak of A. If the ensemble is in the state p, the probability P(A=ak|p )
of finding the result ak in a measurement of A, is given by

P(A = ak|p) - Ir P k p (1)

from which it follows that the mean value of the results obtained in a
measurement of A is

<A > = Tr A p
(2)

Rule 2. Reduction of the wave packet: For an ensemble in the state
PD • a non selective measurement of an observable A induces the
following change of the statistical operator

(3)

Pa and p. representing the state before and after the measurement,
respectively.

we shall make use of two simple theorems implied by the quantum
formalism.

Theorem 1. Given two different states o and a' there exist at
least one observable X such that

Tr X p 4 Tr X p1 (4)

This theorem implies that different (as operators) states involve
different physical predictions and are thus, In principle, experimentally
distinguishable. This in turn implies that one cannot describe the same
physical situation with different statistical operators. I shall not
enter the debate on this assumption (which could be questioned in some

cases) since I will bear in mind, in discussing the EPR paradox, such
simple systems as the spin states of a two-particle system, in which
case the assumption is certainly correct.

There is a simple theorem^) of quantum mechanics which is extremely
important for an appropriate understanding of the requirement of
completeness of the theory, even though it is not often quoted in the
discussions on the EPR paradox.

Theorem 2. For an ensemble of composite systems S = S^+ §2' wlrlich
is a pure state, the necessary and sufficient condition that there will
exist a complete set of commuting observables belonging to one of the
two subsystems S^ and Sg , for which the probability of getting a
given set of results equals 1, is that the state of the system be the
projection operator on a factorized state vector

p = (5)

Remarks on Theorem 2: We shall call states of type (5)
"factorized states" and denote them by p . In view of this theorem, it
is legitimate to think of an ensemble as composed of subensembles, such
that for each subensemble the result of a measurement of an appropriate
observable of subsystems S\ or S2 can be predicted with certainty if
and only if p is a statistical mixture of factorized states

P = t P i P F 1

Note also that, in the case of a spin - Y2 particle, any spin component
is by itself a complete set of commuting observables.

We can now discuss in detail the EPR argument. We will use a
version of it which is slightly modified with respect to the original
one, but is now currently used. H/e will summarize the argument in a
sequence of steps denoted by capital letters from A to E.

A. Einstein's reality requirement: If, without in any way
disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty the result of a
measurement of one of its observables, then there exists an element of
physical reality associated with this prediction.

Comments on A, On the basis of Theorem 2, we can state
{a) If

then we can attribute elements of physical reality to the individual

subsystems of the composite systems.
(b) In the quantum formalism, the formal counterpart of the existence
of elements of physical reality (possibly different from subsystem to
subsystem) for all individual subsystems of the composite systems is
that the ensemble can be described by a statistical mixture of
factorized states,

B. Choice of the initial state and 0/ the experimental set up.
Let us consider an ensemble of composite systems S^ + Sj that is
pure case, the corresponding state being non factorized:
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j l *J *J
1 2

Here the states | $ • * and Ix > are eigenstates of two observables F
and G, of systems S, and Sj , respectively, belonging to different eigen-
values for different j values. Suppose, moreover, that all states [ $ \ >
are well localized In a spatial region far away from that where the
states Jxj > are localized. (One can refer, e.g., to the well known
EPB-Bohm situation6' involving the singlet state.) Let us measure on
systems S, the observable G. Then, according to quantum rules (rules 1
and 2 above), we can predict with certainity the result of a subsequent
measurement of the observable F for every individual subsystems S1#

According to the reality assumption A, we can conclude that, immediately
after the measurement on the systems S£, all systems S^ possess elements
of physical reality.

Comments on B. If the measurement on S2 is of the ideal type,
then we see, from the postulate of wave packet reduction, that quantum
theory describes the ensemble after the measurement by a statistical
mixture of factorized states,

J Pj j * j XJ J

and therefore contains the formal counterpart of the elements of
physical reality which have been recognized as present.

We want to stress that we, neither here nor in what follows, shall
resort to measurements of noncomrauting observables. It is also worth-
while noticing that,up to this point, one could also have avoided using
the quantum formalism to draw the conclusion that elements of physical
reality can be attributed to the systems S^ after the measurement. In
fact, use of repeated experimental tests and of inductive inference
alone allows one to assert that, after the measurement on S2, the
results of the measurements on S]_ can be predicted with certainty
wituout disturbing S]_. Therefore, if we accept Einstein's requirement
of reality, we can assart that all systems £j_ possess elements of
physical reality. The recognition that quantum theory contains the
formal counterpart of these elements can then follow by an analysis of
the formal rules.

C. Einstein's locality requirement. This requirement can be
concisely rephrased as follows: The elements of physical reality which
are possessed by a system cannot be instantaneously influenced at a
distance. The requirement leads directly to admitting the existence of
elements of physical reality for all systems S^, even before the
measurement on Sj, at m&et for an appropriate time interval.

D. Completeness requirement. Any complete theory must contain
the formal counterpart of all elements of physical reality that are
present.

£, Conclusions- The •:-1;.: r.n before the measurement has been prepared
in the pure rionfscterised state (6). By virtue of theorem 2, since p
is not a mixt'jre of L'actorir'id states, the quantum mechanical
description doss not contain the formal counterpart of the elements of
physical real? ty for syst--:T;- S, which, according +.0 our previous
discussion, must be rtco&r.Ls.'-.i*as present before the measurement. The

conclusion follows: Quantum mechanics is not complete. Alternatively,
one could argue in the following way: The recognition of the presence
of elements of physical reality before the measurement, together with
the assumption of completeness, leads one to conclude that before the
measurement the state of the system must be a statistical mixture of
factoriztd states. On the other hand, the state is given by Eq.(6).
Since these two states are different, by virtue of theorem 1, we get a
contradiction.

4. MISUNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT THE EPR ANALYSIS

It is useful to discuss some misunderstanding about the EPR paradox

which can be found in the literature.

4A. Underestimates of the Paradox

It is sometimes stated that there is nothing parade •:i;al in the
EPR situation and that those who find it disturbing do not take into
account that it is perfectly possible, within standard probability
theory, that an increase of information on a part of a system can induce
instantaneously an analogous increase of information about distant parts
of the system. The standard reference is to a classical experiment with
a box which can be split into two parts, each part containing one ball
of a color (black or white) that is different from that of the ball in
the other part of the box. Such a box is then separated into two parts,
and each part is carried far away from the other. Checking the color of
the ball in one box, yields immediate knowledge of the color of the
ball in the distant box. This reasoning, of which J. Bell has so
clevery made a laughing stock with his example of Eertelmann's socks,
shows that those who adhere to it have completely missed the essence of
the EPE argument: The paradox, in Einstein's example, does not arise
from the immediate acquisition of knowledge of far and previously
unknown elements of physical reality, but from the fact that, contrary
to what happens in the classical example of the partitioned box, in
quantum mechanics it results contradictory to assume that the system S^
possessed the elements of physical reality already before the
measurement. For this reason, all statements that wave-packet reduction
corresponds only to an increase of information on a part of a system,
and that this can legitimately yield information on other parts, so
that there is no problem at all, simply reveal a complete lack of
understanding of the crucial points of the EPR analysis.

4B Overestimates of the Paradox

In the literature one can find misunderstandings corresponding to
an illegitimate overestimate of the paradox. Some authors claim4 that
EPR-type setups, with more or less refined technical improvements,
would allow, through wave-packet reduction, faster-than-light
communication between distant observers.

That this conclusion is certainly false is a very simple consequence



of quantum rules and can be proved as follows.7) For an ensemble of
composite systems S = S^ + S2, associated with the state p(l,2), all
physical predictions concerning the ensemble of the subsystems Sj are
derived through the statistical operator p^2'= Tr^1'P(1,2), where Tr'1'
denotes partial tracing on the variables of system 1. The measurement
of an observable on system SlT changes the state from p (1,2) to

P1p(l,2) P1

where F^ is the family of projection operators on the eigenmanifolds
of the measured observable. If the measurement is performed, all physical
predictions about subsequent measurements on S, can be derived from the
statistical operator

= l

P(2) = Tr(1)p(l,2)

Tr(1' [ Z Pi] P (1,2) = Tr(1)p(l,2) = D ( 2 ) (a)

where we have made use of the cyclic property of the trace and of the
fact that

The above equation implies that the measurements on S. cannot alter any
probability distribution about measurements on Sj- This conclusion, we
stress again, follows from a simple, straightforward and correct use of
the formal rules of the theoretical scheme.

Strictly related to the problem discussed above is an argument put
forward by K. Popper in his Poscript to the Logic of Scientific
Discovery. ' In view of the large interest that this book has
created, we think it is useful, to discuss its reasoning in detail.

The author propose "a simple experiment which may be regarded as
an extension of the EPR argument." A source S emits pairs of particles
in opposite directions. The particles, crossing the slits at A and B,
are detected by a belt of Geiger counters in coincidence (see Figure 1).

B - - ̂'Ssy^^S^

Figure 1. The experiment proposed by K. Popper in Ref. 8.
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One then chooses to make the slit at A very narrow, keeping unaltered
the slit at B. Since the particle positions are correlated, the
localization at A induces an analogous localization for the partner
particles at B.

At this point it is appropriate to come hack to the direct citation
of Popper's reasoning. In doing so, we label with Greek superscripts
the points which will be subsequently discussed in detail. According to
the author:

" W e thus obtain fairly precise knowledge about the q
position -of this particle (the one at B), I. a) We have
measured its y position indirectly. And since it is,
according to the Copenhagen interpretation, our knowledge
which is described by the theory — and especially by the
Heisenberg relations — we should expect that the momentum
p« of the beam that passes through B scatters as much as that
or the beam that passes through A, even though the slit at A
is much narrower than the widely opened slit at B. Now the
scatter can, in principle, be tested with the help of the
counters. If the Copenhagen interpretation is correct, then
such counters on the far side of B that are indicative of a
wider scatter (and of a narrow slit) should now count
coincidences: counters that did not count any particles
before the slit at A was narrowed. (G) To sum up: if the
Copenhagen interpretation is correct then any increase in
the precision of our mere knowledge of the position qy of the
particles going to the right should increase their scatter
and this prediction should be testable, (T) If, as I am
inclined to predict, the test decides against the Copenhagen
interpretation... it would mean that Heisenberg's claim is
undermined.... (&) What would be the position if our
experiment (against my personal expectation) supported the
Copenhagen interpretation — that is, if the particles whose
y position has been indirectly measured at B show an increase
of scatter? (n)'This could be interpreted as indicative of
an action at a distance, and, if so, it would mean that we
have to give up Einstein's interpretation of special
relativity and return to Lorentz's interpretation and with
it to Newton's absolute space-time."

Let us make our comments:
1. The problem is not precisely defined. As will become clear in

what follows, the statement denoted by the letter o is meaningless
unless one specifies precisely the degree of spatial correlation
between the pairs of particles.

2. The statement denoted by fl reveals a dangerous confuaion
between the interpretation of a theory and its precise formal rules.
Even though one can consider the Copenhagen interpretation as
unsatisfactory or unacceptable, tfeere is no doubt that the supporters
of this interpretation have never made use of predictions contradicting
those which are implied by the form*]JCT. II one takes into account



'us Tact, one easily sees thiit statement H, as well as that denoted rrj
, actually prove that the author does not correctly use the rule" oi'
ji;at:tum mechanics and has not fully appreciated the meaning of the
reduction of the wavepacket. In fact, what do quantum rules say about
bhe experiment under consideration ? By virtue of the previously proved
general theorem (see £q.(8)), quantum mechanical rules imply that t.n.s
results of all conceivable experiments at 8 cannot be influenced by the
measurement at A. Statement 6, too, is the false: The Copenhagen
interpretation, adhering to the formal rules, implies that no effect is
originated at B by the measurement at A. The author seems inclined to
predict that this will actually be the result of the experiment, but,
surprisingly enough, he claims that this prediction contradicts the one
which follow from orthodox quantum mechanics. For the same reasons,
statement r\ is incorrect and leads to the surprising assertions which
follow in the quoted text.

The validity of the above statements rests on the general proof
given earlier of the impossibility of inducing physical changes at B
by changing the slit at A. However, since the previous proof of this
fact is rather formal, we consider it useful to illustrate the problem,
and in particular the effects of the wave packet reduction on distant
parts of a system, in a much simpler way, in order to make our argument
understandable also for those who are not fully familiar with the more
formal aspects of the theory. For this purpose, let us consider a
system S =

* > -

S in the state

,,(1) . | (2)
i i

19)

where | * ) xl> (|^i;>) is a state describing particle 1 (2), well
localized 1in the spatial region denoted by the index i in Figure.2.
The transverse extension of the wave pacnet \ty ̂  > is ooviously related
to the corresponding spread in momentum. Let us assume that the wave
packets correspond to small y scatters in momentum. In particular,
suppose that the wave packet 3, which is identified by the measurement
at A for the choice of the opening of the slit indicated in the figure,
corresponds to the angular dispersion also indicated in Figure 2. Tn
such a case, the selected particles at A cannot activate, with
significant probability, the counters at large angles. Suppose now that
the slit at A is narrowed. The beam which has been so isolated is
better localised in the transverse y direction, and the p scatters
after the slit is increased (see Figure 3). However, the more strict
localization at A implies the reduction of the wave packet by projection:

I (10)

where P. projects on the linear manifold of the functions I|I which
are different from zero only in the inetrval A of the new opening of
the slit at A. From this we have

showing that the component of the wave function referring to system 2

1

2

3

4

5

(2)

*S. * ~ -

*"* **" —

V .

1

2

3

4

5

(1)

Figure 2. The experiment of Figure 1, analyzed with greater precision
to understand the mechanism of the reduction of the wave packet at A.
The state vector of the composed system is a linear superposition of
products of states localized in the regions denoted by the same number,
for the two decay products emerging from S.

I /

\ \

\ \

Figure 3. Effect of the reduction of the wave packet at the slit A of
Figure 2, when its opening is narrower than the transverse extension
of the state localized in region 3.
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is localize i exactly as before. This is the precise efT'jct of wave
packer reduction in the quantum formalism arid alco in tr.e Copehager;
inter1;::-' " 'tion of it. It is obvious that, if one chooses the wave
pack..;: ijj ̂ > better localized than 4 frons the beginning, then, the
measun- ent at A will induce ths -'Sd'ic t.i:::i to i± better localized state
in 0; ' jwever, in such a case the U*rge ::\cr̂ :nr:um ^c;;^5rs are already
presenL also in the absence oi -if"iy n ̂:_.v.:r •jn,̂ nt.

It is hoped Lhat this discussion will be ussIYl in clarifying some
Her! ;i:s misunderstandings that oo:jld M; ̂ enfi^tt : hy hopper's

AC. Misinterpretations of the Paradox

We want to comment h<=re about arcL~h<jr rn i.sleadirr. ,ir\ru~ent
concerning the EPR paradox. It haa recently boon claimed that the
derivation of the paradoxical conclusions does not require the
assumption of completeness of thn quar.tun, theory ̂ 1 It is almost obvious
that this cannot be true since, by the analysis of Sec.3, it should be
evident that, if one does not require the completeness of the thetry,
one can consistently accept the existence of elements of physical
reality both before and after the measurement (agreeing therefore with
Einstein's realism and locality) without getting into any trouble. 'In
such a case, the theory would contain the formal counterpart of the
elements of physical reality which are present after the measurement,
but would be unable to account for those which are admittedly present
before (by locality). The misunderstanding originates from ap. income ^
use of the negation of the proposition defining Einstein's caiapletene;-;-
requirement. In fact, to deny "the theory contains the formal
counterpart of all elements of physical reality which are present," one
should obviously assert "the theory doe;, not contain the formal
counterpart of all elements of physical reality which are present." As
we have seen, this is actually the case for quantum mechanics if the
Einstein's reality and locality requirements are accepted. Curiously
enough, in Ref. 9 the negation of tho previous statement is taken to be
"the theory allows one to attribute simultaneously different elements
of reality to the individual system of the ensemble." From this
assumption, a proof based on the use of Boil's inequality leads to the
surprising conclusion that the paradox can be derived without using the
completeness requirement.

The remarks of this section require a further logical analysis of
the situation connected with EPR analysis. We discuss now what we shall
call "the unavoidability of the EPR paradox."

5, THE UNAVOIDABILITY OF THE EPR PARADOX

We want to point out in this section that the conclusions which
can be drawn from the EPR analysis are not dependent on a particular
Interpretation of the formal apparatus of the theory, but that they
are, in a sense that we will define precisely, unavoidable.

From the discussion of Sec. 3, we see that the EPR reasoning can

be summarized as follows; (i) If one accepts the reality and locality
requirements of the EPR paper, and (ii) if the experimental correla''iw;
-tre appropriately described by the theory, then (ill) the theory r] ...;:>
rot contain the formal counterpart of elements of physical reality
which r.i.:at be admitted as present before any measurement takes place.

Ivi what follow, we regard the fir;;t premise of the above statement
as true, i.e.. we accept the reality and loc'ilily requirements made in
the EPR paper. Let us then see which logical possibilities remain open:

A. If the second premise of the statement is considered false, i.e. ,
quantum mechanics would not predict correctly the 'experimentally
observable correlations between subsystems of composite systems, then
the conclusion {expressed in rough terms) would be: Quantum Mechanics
is false, tn such a case it would bo useless to debate on its
r,pis:.f--.oiogical implications, and it would become =i precise duty to
start a systematic experimental investigation aimed at identifying
preci .sely the disagreement with theoretical predictions and consequently
trying to modify the theoretical, scheme. After this, one should start
again a critical analysis of the modified theory.

B. If one assume as valid also the second premise, i.e., that
quantum predictions about correlations are correct, since the theory is
not able to describe elements of physical reality which must be
recognized as present, the logical possibilities that remain open are
the following;

Bl. There exists a theory which is predictively equivalent to
quantum mechanics, but contains the formal counterpart of the elements
of physical reality which are present before the measurement, besides
the counterpart of thosa which are present after it.

We would like tc remark that an example of a theory exhibiting
these features, for the spin degrees of freedom of a system of two
spin-JJ particles, has recently been proposed by I. Pitowsky.1(^ The
model looks quite curious from a physical point of view; however it
constitutes an example cf E local deterministic completion of quantum
mechanics. It has the same predictive content as quantum theory and,
without having to introduce nonlocal effects to describe the EPR
correlations, It meets Einstein's requirement of containing the formal
counterpart of the elements of physical reality, both before and after
the measurement. One of the model's merits, in my opinion, is that of
making clear the necessity of distinguishing between the locality
requirements made by Einstein and by Bell; in fact the model violates
Bell's inequality, since it reproduces the correlations predicted by
quantum theory, but it does not violate Einstein's locality.

Without discussing the delicate question of the possibility of
extending such a model to other degrees of freedom, or taking a
position abcui its internal consistency, which should be critically
discussed in great detail. In the spirit of the logical alternatives
we are discussing, we can state that, if alternative Bl occurs, then
one can conclude that quantum mechanics is incomplete and Einstein was
right.

B2. Another logical possibility is that a theoretical scheme
equivalent to quantum mechanics could be formulated which does not
contain the formal counterpart of the elements of physical reality,
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either before or after the measurement . Such a theory would avoid the
unpleasant aspect of quantum theory that the measurement seems "to
create" instantaneously elements of physical reality in systems far
apart. This alternative can, however, simply be dropped, since the
theory in question would imply a more drastic renunciation of the
requirement that a description of physical reality be possible than does
quantum theory itself. Actually, in such a case, quantum mechanics
would be a completion (even though a partial one), in a realistic sense,
of the theory under consideration.

B3. The only remaining logical alternative^ is that any conceivable
theory which is predictively equivalent to quantum theory would exhibit
the same conceptual limitation, i.e., it would not contain the formal
counterpart of all elements of physical reality which must be recognized
as present. In such a case, quantum theory would be neither wrong nor
incomplete; however the conceptual problems raised by EFH would still
remain. In such a case, we would be compelled to accept either that
there are definite limits to our ability of understanding and
describing physical reality, or that even the absolutely natural (at
least for us) requirements of reality and locality in the EPS sense
must be reconsidered.

6. THE INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF THE FORMALISM

The EFR paradox is strictly related to the socalled quantum
nonseparability and, as we have seen, it engenders relevant
epistemological problems. Quantum nonseparability, when macroscopic
systems are involved, raises the basic problem of the internal
consistency of the formalism. The typical example is given by the
quantum theory of measurements. The difficulties arise from the fact
that, if one assumes that also the system-apparatus interaction is
governed by the basic linear laws of quantum mechanics, then the final
state of th?. systea plus apparatus is non factorized and involves linear
superpositions of states for which the apparatus is in snacroscopically
distinguishable situations*. Ihe quantum theory of measurement asserts,
that, ir. the process of measurement, the reduction of the wave packet
takes place, leading to a statistical mixture in which the apparatuses
are in definite macroscopic situations {e.g., linear superpositions of
different pointer positions are eliminated),

The clash between these two descriptions constitutes the basic
problem cf the quantum theory of measurement. Various solutions have
been proposed for this problem. Hie do not want to discuss them here in
detail, but r?fer the interested reader to Ref. 11 and to the literature
quoted there. We simply want to stress here that, in our opinion, to
keep the standard qi::sntur. dynamics and to adandon or render ineffective
for soir.e sy;;\̂ r:r '!*t sup*?:- j-osition principle Car, assumption which is
made in all proposed solutions), would amount to accepting, at least to
a certain o-.tent, a 3uei;:. tic description of natural phenomena and to
give up the program of a unified description of Che behavior of all
systems frrm the basic dynamics of microscopic systems.

We consider it s&proj'rj.ate to recall that recently we have
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presented a model for such a unified description^' which exhibits the
following features:
— It makes predictions for microsystems that practically coincide with
standard quantum predictions for extremely long times.
— It allows a consistent derivation of macroscopic dynamics from th™
basic dynamics of the microscopic constituents. The ensuing dynamic-:
behavior for macro-objects is largely compatible with classical dynamos
and leads to the suppression of linear superpositions of states which
are localized in spatially separated regions.
— It solves the problem of the quantum theory of measurement by
leading, as a consequence of the system-apparatus interaction, to
statistical mixtures with fixed pointer positions for the apparatus.

The interested reader is referred to Refs. 11 and 12, for a
complete and systematic discussion of the model and of its- implications.
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NOTES

See the illuminating discussion of this point in the introduction of
Ref. 1).
The possibility of a theory which contains the formal counterpart of
the elements of physical reality that are present before the
measurement, and not the counterpart of those which are present after
words need not be considered, since it would encounter even more
serious difficulties than those discussed under E2.
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